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Synopsis

A book for children and parents! What is Minecraft? How to play this game? How to help your children win this game? Who are Creepers? How to beat zombies and survive the first night? How to find the Ender Dragon and befriend with it? How can mining help you to create basic and advanced tools? What is the best way to get food? Where should you build your base? Maybe you want to build your own world? A world of which you’ve always dreamt about. Castles and railways. Farms and plantations. All this is possible win Minecraft. Find the answers to all your questions and more in this guide. Here Is A Preview Of What You’ll Learn... Surviving Your First Night Mining Food Supply and Farming How to Cook and Smelt Keeping Monsters at Bay Survival Tactics Would You Like To Know More? Scroll to the top of the page and select the buy button.
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Customer Reviews

For someone who just started to play Minecraft. It was very good to come across this guide. This game is super fun and following the helpful tips in this guide is already improving the way I play and my strategy in this game. Great quick read to excel in Minecraft!

I am glad that choice the book. The book helped my son to create more amazing stuff in his Minecraft world. Today I think that Minecraft game teaches you survival skills, and even more engeneering. It is guide to get out of the start stage of Minecraft as quickly as possible. Worth to buy the book!
Very useful book for parents. For me, as mother of the 7-year-old child, it was very interesting to find out, what is the Minecraft, who is Creeper, Steve, about whom’s she tells very often. Thanks to Author, and waiting for continuation!

If you are interested in Minecraft this book is definitely for you. No questions left. Good luck and thanks to author! Five stars.
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